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Creating simulation models based on the world-views
such as the three-phase approach, the event-based
approach, the activity-based approach and the process-
based approach has been used as a standard practice for
several decades. However, it is still not known whether
they are suitable to be adopted or not when creating a
simulation model by following the Grab-and-Glue frame-
work. Hence, this paper aims at evaluating the suitability
of accessing these world-views when building a simu-
lation model based on the Grab-and-Glue framework.
After an evaluation is conducted based on the proposed
criteria, it is discovered that none of the world-views are
suitable to be used. Hence, it is recommended that a new
world-view is necessary to be developed for structuring
the simulation model which is assembled based on the
Grab-and-Glue framework.

Keywords: Grab-and-Glue, three-phase approach, event-
based approach, activity-based approach, process-based
approach.

1. Introduction

A programming source code or the software
packages can be used as a tool for creating
a discrete event simulation model. However,
most simulation modellers prefer to use soft-
ware packages rather than writing the source
code from scratch, although it is still suffering
from the problem of low flexibility and expen-
sive software packages �1�. Eldabi et al. �1� aim
at reducing these disadvantages by proposing to
create a simulation model by using the Grab-
and-Glue framework which was originally in-
troduced by Paul �2�. The basic idea of this
framework is to grab different scissions from
the Web and to glue them together to form a
simulation model �see Figure 1�. “Scissions” is
defined as “the act of the cutting or serving into

the divisions or fissions”. In computer science,
this term is defined as “a piece of something
for model construction” �3�. Scissions can be a
piece of source code which is written in any pro-
gramming languages, a component, or an object
etc. After assembling a simulationmodel by us-
ing the grabbed scissions, it will be executed and
tested immediately. If the problem owner satis-
fies the output result, life moves on; otherwise,
the irrelevant scissions will be rejected and the
new scissions will be grabbed and glued to the
relevant positions. This process will be iterated
until the output result can satisfy the problem
owner’s requirement.

Fig. 1. Grab-and-Glue Framework.

Four widely used world-views have been in-
troduced since the 1960s for building discrete
event simulation models, which are the three-
phase approach, the event-based approach, the
activity-based approach, and the process-based
approach �4, 5, 6�. The world-views allow a
simulation modeller to structure a simulation
model by using the programming source code.
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However, they are not necessarily suitable be-
cause of the complexity of the nature of differ-
ent systems �7�. Due to the fact that the idea
of Grab-and-Glue is different from the classical
simulation modelling method, it is still not sure
whether the world-views are suitable to be fol-
lowed for creating a Grab-and-Glue-based sim-
ulationmodel. Hence, this paper proposes some
criteria which are based on the characteristics of
the Grab-and-Glue framework. After that, the
world-views will be evaluated based on the pro-
posed criteria.

This paper is structured as follows. Section
2 proposes a number of criteria for selecting a
suitable world-view for assembling a simulation
model by following the Grab-and-Glue frame-
work. Section 3 is the description of the world-
views, and Section 4 is an evaluation of the
reviewed world-views, based on the designed
criteria in Section 2. Section 5 presents the
conclusions of this paper and the information
about future works.

2. Expected Criteria for Selecting
a Suitable World-Views

The Grab-and-Glue framework aims at assem-
bling a simulation model by using the existing
scissions. Hence, the created model will have
the characteristic of high flexibility �1�. Be-
cause of the limitation of the current simulation
package, recent research suggests that the pro-
gramming source code is preferable to be used
for model development �3�.

A number of world-views have already been de-
veloped since 1960s �4�. The expected criteria
for selecting a suitable world-view for devel-
oping a Grab-and-Glue simulation model are
created and shown as follows:

1. Time Issue

This criterion is the most important factor for
deciding whether a framework is suitable to be
adopted or not. The term “Time” mentioned
here is the simulated time. “Time” is an impor-
tant factor because it determines the state of dif-
ferent events at different periods of time. Hence,
this factor cannot be ignored, even though a
simulation model is formed by following the
Grab-and-Glue framework – assembling scis-
sions together. If the “Time” fails to work as

expected, the usability of the created simulation
model will be low.

2. Simplicity

This criterion is important because it affects
the time required for model development. If
the implementation of an approach is diffi-
cult, the required time of model development
will be longer, and hence, simulation modeller
may be reluctant to adopt it because of the
time-consuming problem. The Grab-and-Glue
framework aims at creating a simulation model
in a fast speed. If the implementation of an
approach is easy, the model development time
will be shorter and the required resourceswill be
lower, which is the purpose of using the Grab-
and-Glue framework.

3. Flexibility

This criterion is also an important factor be-
cause it affects the usability of the constructed
model directly. The term “flexibility” is de-
fined as “able to change”. If a model has low
or even no flexibility, it will become useless if
the problem owner thinks that the output result
is not what he�she wants. On the other hand,
if the model has high flexibility, the irrelevant
parts of the model can be changed easily to sat-
isfy the problem owner’s requirement, which is
one of the characteristics of the Grab-and-Glue
framework.

4. Model Running Speed

This criterion needs to be considered because it
affects the running speed of the model. If the
executive speed of a simulation model is slow,
the time required for model testing will be high,
and hence the required resources such as the
cost of model development will be increased.
Grab-and-Glue is aimed at developing simula-
tionmodels in a faster speed and relatively lower
cost when compared with creating a simulation
model which is based on the classical simula-
tion modelling framework. A model with slow
running speed may lead to the requirement of
high resources, which is against the idea of the
Grab-and-Glue framework.

5. Suitability

This criterion is the summary of the above
designed criteria. After evaluating different
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world-views by using the above criteria, this
factor will be used to determine whether it is
suitable to be adopted for the Grab-and-Glue
framework or not.

3. Review of Existing World-Views

After designing the required criteria for select-
ing a suitable world-view for model develop-
ment by following the Grab-and-Glue frame-
work, this section presents four most widely
usedworld-views, which are the three-phase ap-
proach, the event-based approach, the activity-
based approach and the process-based approach,
coupled with the advantages and disadvantages
of each of them.

3.1. Description of Existing World-Views

The Three-Phase Approach

The introduction of the three-phase approach
for building a discrete event simulation model
was invented by Tocher in 1963 �4, 8, 9�. It
is assumed that there are two events in this ap-
proach, namely B-event �Bs� and C-event �Cs�
�4, 6�. According to Pidd �4�, the definition of
an event is “a state change that occurs at an
instance of time”. The Bs is the bound event
or the book-keeping event. It will be executed
whenever the scheduled time arrives. The Cs
is the conditional or the co-operative event. It
will be executed if the specific conditionswithin
the simulation are satisfied �6, 7�. The specific
condition here indicates that the activity cannot
be scheduled in advance, because it can only be
executed if the required resources or the state
of other simulation entities are ready �10�. Fig-
ure 2 presents the framework of the three-phase
executive. The “three” in the three-phase ap-
proach implies the number of phases which are
executed in each cycle of the simulation �11�.
The first phase is the “A phase”, which is the
time scan for finding out the due time of the
next event and determining which Bs are then
to occur �6�. The simulation clock will then be
advanced to that particular time �12�. The sec-
ond phase is the “B phase”. All the Bs which
are scheduled in advance in the due list identi-
fied at the A phase will be executed �6, 7, 8�. If
the execution of the Bs needs to wait until a C

event is ready, this phase will not be executed,
instead, this executive will be put into a queue.
The third phase is “C phase”, which will test
each of the Cs in turn and execute those condi-
tions which are satisfied �6�. The execution of
this phase will be repeated until no more Cs can
be started �4, 6, 7�. The sequence of the execu-
tion depends on the location of the Cs inside the
simulation model, as a result, a higher priority
of Cs will be executed first �8�. The characteris-
tic of this approach is that it contains a C phase
which can prevent the deadlock when running
the simulation model. Even though the event’s
execution time is due, it cannot be started until
the C event is ready.

Fig. 2. The Three-Phase Executive �4�.

The Event-Based Approach

The event-based approach was the most com-
monly used simulationmodelling approach from
1960 to 1980 because it was embedded within
one of the most widely used simulation pro-
gramming languages, SIMCRIPT, during that
period of time �4, 7�. An event-based model is
considered as event routines, and its execution
has only two phases �4�. According to Pidd �4�,
an event routine is defined as “a set of state-
ments, in some programming language, which
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capture the entire set of logical consequences
that can flow from an event”. Figure 3 presents
the framework of an event-based executive. A
time scan of finding out the next due event from
the event calendar will be started, and the simu-
lation clock will be moved to that time, as well
as all the events that were scheduled to be exe-
cuted at that time will be moved to the current
events list. The simulation clock will be kept
constant, and the finishing time of the current
activities, coupled with the time for the new ac-
tivity’s arrival time, will be scheduled. In this
approach, simulation clock will be kept moving
between the start of the scheduling time for the
scheduled event and the end of scheduling time
of that event until the simulation is finished �4�.

Fig. 3. The Event-Based Executive �4�.

The Activity-Based Approach

The activity-based approach originally came
from the three-phase approach. The character-
istic of this approach is that it is not necessary to
maintain an event calendar. Instead, it must be
ensured that all the executives can be detected
during the simulation time period �4�. Also, it is
not required to identify which activity is due at
next simulation clock time �7�. The only consid-
eration is that the scheduled activities must be
started and stopped when the simulation clock

Fig. 4. The Activity-Based Executive
�Adapted from Pidd �4��.

reaches the activities’ starting or stopping time
�4�. Figure 4 presents the framework of the
activity-based executive. The starting time for
the next event will be checked and the simula-
tion clock will be moved to that particular time.
All the activities will be scanned in turn �every
time the clock moves� to find out whether any
activity is due. The scanning process will be
repeated until no more activities need to be exe-
cuted. These processes will be iterated until the
simulation is over �4, 7�.

The Process-Based Approach

The process-based approach firstly appeared in
SIMULA �4, 13�, and it was the most frequently
used approach. According to Ellision and Tun-
nicliffe Wilson �5�, a process is defined as “a
collection of happenings detailing the history
of an entity as it progresses through the simula-
tion”. A process-based executive needs to know
the whereabouts of each entity in its process and
needs to have some control on the starting and
the ending of the entity’s movement during its
process �4�. Figure 5 shows the framework of a
process-based executive. A future events scan
will be executed first for determining the time
for the next event, and the simulation clock is
advanced to that new time. The next step is to
move those events from the future lists whose
re-activation time equals the new clock time to
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Fig. 5. The Process-Based Executive �4�.

the current events list. After that, the execu-
tives will manage those entities on the current
event lists which are scheduled later, either to
complete or to halt, which depends on the con-
ditional or the unconditional delay. The un-
conditional delay occurs when the progress of
an entity is halted for a time period which can
be determined in advance. The entity will be
restarted once the simulation time has passed.
On the other hand, the conditional delay occurs
when an entity’s movement through its process

is halted until the specific conditions in the sim-
ulation are satisfied. Entity needs to remain at
this delay point with a fixed condition until it is
instructed to move on. If it is an unconditional
delay, the records will be moved to the future
events list, and the next re-activation will be set
�4�.

3.2. Comparison of the World-Views

In the above subsection, different world-views
for building a simulation model have been pre-
sented. Based on each of their characteristics,
this subsection discusses the advantages and
disadvantages of each of them.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the advantages
and disadvantages of differentworld-views. The
three-phase approach contains a C event, which
helps to prevent the deadlock of the simula-
tion model. However, it is more complex when
compared with the event-based approach or the
activity-based approach, because both of them
contain two phases only. The execution of the
event-based approach is simpler than the three-
phase approach, because it is only concerned
with the scheduling event routines and has no
sequencing tasks to perform. The execution
speed is also faster than the model which is de-
veloped by following the three-phase approach,
because the logical consequences are held in the
appropriate event routines. Also, it is not nec-
essary to perform a full scan of all the Cs events

Advantages Disadvantages

Three-phase approach � Contains Cs events which
prevent deadlock

� More complex than event-
based or activity-based
approach

Event-based approach

� Simpler than three-phase
approach

� Execution speed faster
than three-phase approach

� Difficult to construct
model in complex system

Activity-based approach � Simplicity � Low execution speed

Process-based approach

� Faster running speed compare
with activity-based approach

� Construction of initial program
simpler than event-based approach

� Difficult to ensure that
no deadlock occurs in
the complex system

Table 1. Comparison of different world-views.
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at every event which is required in the three-
phase approach. However, it may be difficult to
ensure that all possible outcomes are accounted
for within the event routines in the complicated
system. A simulation model which is built by
following the activity-based approach has the
advantage of simplicity, because it is not neces-
sary to maintain an event calendar.

However, the speed of execution is slower than
running a model which is developed by follow-
ing the event-based approach, because it needs
to scan all the activities in each event repeatedly,
even though it is not due at that time. Creat-
ing a simulation model following the process-
based approach has the advantage of fast run-
ning speed when compared with a model based
on the activity-based approach; also the con-
struction of initial program is simpler when
compared with the event-based approach, be-
cause it is not necessary to think through all
possible logical consequences of an event �4�.

4. Evaluation of Existing World-Views
with Respect to Grab-and-Glue

4.1. What Grab-and-Glue Wants?

The expected characteristic of a simulation mo-
del which is assembled based on the Grab-and-
Glue framework is fitness for purpose, high
flexibility, and low model development time
�1�. The development of a simulation model
is to help the decision maker to make decisions,

or to help the problem owner to get a better
understanding of his�her problem �14�. As a
result, it may not be worth spending a large
amount of resources to form a simulation model
whichmay not satisfy the requirements from the
problem owner. Therefore, the selected world-
view should allow the modeller to build a model
which is fast and easy, and with high flexibility
for changing the irrelevant scissions.

4.2. Evaluation of Existing World-Views

As mentioned in Section 2, the timing issue,
simplicity, flexibility and model running speed
are the criteria for selecting a suitablemodelling
world-view. It is not a necessity for a simula-
tion modeller to select an appropriate world-
view when building a simulation model by us-
ing a software package, because the simulation
packages have already made the decision it-
self. However, the development of a simulation
model following the Grab-and-Glue framework
depends on using code as a tool �3�. Hence,
choosing a suitable world-view becomes an im-
portant issue.

The design of the world-views is to help simula-
tion modellers to structure simulation models,
which allows them to write the required pro-
gramming code �7�. An evaluation on different
existingworld-views has been conducted, based
on the designed criteria in Section 2 �See Table
2�.

Three phase
approach

Event-based
approach

Activity-based
approach

Process-based
approach

Time Issue

Simulation clock
moves at A phase,
and keeps constant
until the execution
of due events
is finished

Simulation clock
moves between
activities starting
and ending points

Simulation clock
moves with an
increment

Simulation clock
moves by scanning
events in future
events list

Simplicity Difficult Moderate Easy Difficult

Flexibility Low Low High Low

Speed Fast Fast Slow Fast

Suitability No No No No

Table 2. Comparison between different modelling approaches.
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Time Issue

In the three-phase approach, “time scan” is exe-
cuted at the A phase �see A phase in Figure 2�.
The due-time for the next event is then deter-
mined, and the simulation clock moves to that
particular time. After that, simulation clock be-
comes constant until the execution of the due
events is finished �B phase and C phase in Fig-
ure 2�. Although this approach can be used for
model development, it is not suitable for creat-
ing a simulation model by following the Grab-
and-Glue framework, because the model will be
affected easily, once any scission is changed.

In the event-based approach, the starting time
of the first event is scanned and the simulation
clock advances to that particular time. The end-
ing time of the first event and the starting time
of the second event will be scheduled. Simula-
tion clock will move to the ending time of the
first event. The characteristic of the “time” in
the event-based approach is that the simulation
clock keeps moving between an event’s starting
time and its ending time until the simulation is
finished.

In the activity-based approach, the simulation
clock will keep increasing by one time unit.
After an increment of time, all the activities will
be scanned again to find out whether any event
is due to happen or is finished �see activity scan
part in Figure 4�. The increment of time and
the scanning process will be repeated until the
simulation is over �Time check in Figure 4�.

In the process-based approach, the first event
is scanned �Time scan in Figure 5�. The sim-
ulation clock moves to that time and finds out
any event that is due to happen and moves that
event to current event list �Move between lists
in Figure 5�. The simulation clock will stop
and the execution of the executives will be per-
formed �Current event scan in Figure 5�. If a
delay occurs, the executive will be moved back
to the future-events list. The simulation clock
will then scan for the next event. This process
will be iterated until the simulation process is
finished �Time up in Figure 5�.

All the proposed world-views can be used for
model development, however, not all of them
are suitable to be used for assembling a Grab-
and-Glue simulation model. If a model is cre-
ated by using the three-phase approach, the

event-based approach or the process based ap-
proach, the structure and hence the “time” of
the model may be affected if a scission is added
or deleted. A model created by following the
activity-based approach may not have this prob-
lem, because it scans all the activities of the
model before any execution.

Simplicity

Having a C phase in the three-phase approach
helps to prevent the deadlock of the execution
of a complex model, however, the execution
of this approach is difficult because it contains
three phases in each executive cycle. The event-
based approach and the activity-based approach
aremuch simpler than the three-phase approach,
because both of them contain two phases only.
However, the event-based approach is difficult
to be used when the simulationmodeller is deal-
ing with a complex simulation model. The
process-based approach is also difficult to be
used because it contains two event lists. The
process-based approach is difficult to be used,
because events in the future event list will be
moved to the current event list once the due
time has arrived and it will be moved back to
the future event list if the activity needs further
process �4�.

Flexibility

Building a simulation model by using the three-
phase, the event-based or the process-based ap-
proach have low flexibility because the devel-
opment of the model is in sequential way and its
execution consists of the whole model, starting
by scanning the model and finding out whether
an event is due to start or not. It is difficult
to modify the model if any event is required
to change. Flexibility of the activity-based ap-
proach is relatively high, because the mainte-
nance of an event calendar for the execution is
not necessary �4�.

Speed

The time required to execute a simulationmodel
which is created based on the activity-based ap-
proach is extremely long if compared with a
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model which is built by following the three-
phase, the event-based, or the process-based
approach �4�. The main reason is that the exe-
cution in the activity-based approach needs to
keep scanning all the activities to find out if any
activity is due to happen or finish, even though
they are not ready to be executed.

Suitability

After comparing all the widely used world-
views, it is discovered that all of them are not
suitable to be adopted for developing a simu-
lation model by following the Grab-and-Glue
framework, although all of them can be used for
model development. The main reason is either
not simple enough to be used, low flexibility or
low execution speed.

5. Recommendations

This evaluation shows that the widely-used
world-views are not suitable to be used for as-
sembling a simulationmodel based on the Grab-
and-Glue framework. One of the reasons is be-
cause the simulation time of the created model
will be affected if one of the scission changes.
Apart from that, other reasons are that the ex-
isting world-views are too difficult to be used,
low flexibility, or low model running speed.

Because of these, a world-view should be de-
veloped based on the characteristics of Grab-
and-Glue framework, coupled with the disad-
vantages of the existing world-views. One pro-
posed method is to structure a simulation model
by gluing all the scissions together. However,
the problem of “time” should not be affected if
any of the scissions is changed. The world-view
should also be easy to use with a running speed
that enables fast development and testing of the
model.

6. Conclusion and Future Works

This paper evaluates four widely used world-
views by using five proposed criteria, which
are designed based on the characteristics of the
Grab-and-Glue framework. After conducting
an evaluation on the world-views, it has been

discovered that all of them are not suitable to be
used for developing a simulation model by fol-
lowing the Grab-and-Glue framework, although
all of them can be used for model development.
The main reasons are the time problem and the
simplicity problem. Because of this, it is rec-
ommended that a new world-view should be
developed based on the characteristics of Grab-
and-Glue, as well as the disadvantages of the
existing world-views.

In the future, a suitable world-view which aims
at structuring aGrab-and-Glue simulationmodel
will be introduced, as presented in Section 5.
The proposedworld-view should have sufficient
flexibility to enable simulationmodel modifica-
tions to be timely, whilst retaining ease of use.
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